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CMC Metals Identified High Grade Silver-Lead-Zinc Samples  
and Extensive Mineralized Zones in Trenches at its  

Blue Heaven-Silver Hart Project, South-Central Yukon 
 

April 6, 2023. Vancouver, B.C. – CMC Metals Ltd. (TSX-V: CMB) (Frankfurt:ZM5P) (CMCXF: OTCQB) 

(“CMC” or the “Company”) is pleased to announce that it has identified high grade silver-lead-zinc 

samples and extensive mineralized zone from trenches at its Blue Heaven-Silver Hart Project in south-

central Yukon. 

Approximately 280 samples were collected from four trenches in the Golden Trenches Zone and road-side 

grabs in the immediate area of the trenches on the Blue Heaven Property. Samples were collected from 

outcrops and provided some spectacular results. Mineralization in the trenches was characteristic of high-

grade silver-lead-zinc in carbonate replacement (“CRD”) style mineralization. Mineralization visible in 

road-side exposures identified manganese-alteration which is typically associated with vein and/or 

carbonate replacement style mineralization and therefore presents numerous locations worthy of further 

exploration and the potential for the discovery of additional mineralized zones. 

Highlights of sampling efforts in the Golden Trenches Zone are as follows: 

Trench 1: Two mineralized areas were identified measuring 14 meters and 30 meters respectively.  

Within these two areas, high grade samples included (i) 7.8% lead, 2.8% zinc, 112 g/t silver and 

12.4% manganese; (ii) 10% lead, 2.5% zinc, 360 g/t silver and 3.7% manganese. In other areas along 

the approximate 100 meter trench, impressive results were also obtained with up to 10% lead, 

8.5% zinc, 459 g/t silver and 1.6% manganese (refer to figure: Trench 1, Golden Trenches, Blue 

Heaven Property, Yukon). 

Heaven Property, Yukon) 

Trench 2: This shorter trench obtained some impressive results over an 8.0-meter length averaging 

13.39% lead, 1.57% zinc, 359.25 g/t silver and 1.17% manganese including one sample with 10% 

lead, 5.6% zinc, 1,500 g/t siler and 2.3% manganese (refer to figure: Trench 2, Golden Trenches, 

Blue Heaven Property, Yukon). 
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Trench 3: This trench, approximately 25 meters in length, identified a 13-meter mineralized section 

which graded an average of 8.25% lead, 4.22% zinc, 151.57 g/t silver, and 9.16% manganese and 

which included individual samples with up to 23.86% lead, 0.9% zinc, 623 g/t silver and 2.3% 

manganese. Mineralization of the trench in the northwest ended in mineralization and should be 

extended to determine the full extent of mineralization in this area (refer to figure: Trench 3, 

Golden Trenches, Blue Heaven Property, Yukon). 

Trench 4: This trench approximately 120 meters in length identified a mineralized zone of 105 

meters in length including a sample that graded 3.61% lead, 3.1% zinc, 199 g/t silver, and 12.6% 

manganese. Mineralization observed also indicates the need for extension of the trench in both 

directions to fully define the full extent of the alteration zone (refer to figure: Trench 4, Golden 

Trenches, Blue Heaven Property, Yukon). 

Other Areas – Carbonate Belt: Roadside exposures provided in the carbonate belt surrounding the 

Golden Trenches over an area of 1.75 kilometers by 350 meters identified widespread 

mineralization and manganese alteration areas. Some of the best samples provided grades of up 

to 3.0% lead, 3.2% zinc, 69 g/t silver and 10.5% manganese and another sample providing 9.7% 

zinc, 205 g/t silver and 1.1% manganese. This style of alteration in all new exposures previously 

not identified on the property, dictate the need to conduct extensive exploration of each site (refer 

to figure: Prospecting and Grab Sampling, Blue Heaven Property, Yukon). 

Note: all referred samples were one meter in length 

The Blue Heaven property comprises of 121 mineral claims that are contiguous and immediately southeast 

of the Silver Hart claims. Previous exploration on the property identified 13 mineralized areas and 36 

mineral showings (see figure: Blue Heaven Acquisition).  

Mr. John Bossio, Chairman noted that “This new evidence of high grade CRD mineralization at Blue Heaven 

supports our concept that mineralization within the carbonate alteration area at Silver Hart possibly 

extends southwestwards in that belt into the Blue Heaven Property. This was our first examination of Blue 

Heaven and the results indicate that Blue Heaven mineralized zones which warrant more detailed 

exploration and drilling in the foreseeable future. This area clearly has the potential to expand the known 

resources associated with the Silver Hart-Blue Heaven Project.” 

 

Mr. Kevin Brewer, President and CEO noted “This initial testing of one of the numerous mineralized 

showings identified in previous exploration efforts is extremely encouraging. Blue Heaven was acquired 

due to the extensive amount and quality of mineralization in the area in vein and carbonate replacement 

style mineralization as has been identified at Silver Hart and 2022 presented us with the first opportunity 

to start exploring that area. The Golden Trenches has presented us with a new drill target for us to pursue 

and the extent of other mineralization in the area demonstrates the potential to uncover many new zones 

previously not identified.” 
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Figure 6. 
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About CMC Metals Ltd.   

CMC Metals Ltd. is a growth stage exploration company focused on opportunities for high grade 
polymetallic deposits in Yukon, British Columbia and Newfoundland. Our polymetallic silver-lead-zinc CRD 
prospects in the Rancheria Silver District include the Silverknife project (British Columbia), located in very 
close proximity to one of the world’s highest grade underground silver-lead-zinc mines in the world 
(owned by Coeur Mining Inc.), the Silver Hart Deposit and Blue Heaven claims (Yukon), Amy claims located 
7km west of the Silverknife claims (British Columbia). Our polymetallic projects with potential for copper-
silver-gold and other metals include Bridal Veil, Terra Nova (optioned to Highbank Mining Inc.), and 
Rodney Pond (central Newfoundland) and Logjam (Yukon). 
 
On behalf of the Board:  
“John Bossio” 
John Bossio, Chairman 
CMC METALS LTD. 
 

For Further Information and Investor Inquiries: 
Kevin Brewer, P. Geo., MBA, B.Sc.(Hons), Dip. Mine Eng. 
President, CEO and Director  
Tel: (+52) 669 198 8503 
kbrewer80@hotmail.com  
Suite 1000-409 Granville St., Vancouver, BC, V6C 1T2 
   
To be added to CMC's news distribution list, please send an email to info@cmcmetals.ca or contact              
Mr. Kevin Brewer directly.  
  
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the 
policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
  
“This news release may contain certain statements that constitute “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities 
law, including without limitation, statements that address the timing and content of upcoming work programs, geological interpretations, 
receipt of property titles and exploitation activities and developments. In this release disclosure regarding the potential to undertake future 
exploration work comprise forward looking statements. Forward-looking statements address future events and conditions and are 
necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions. While such estimates and assumptions are considered reasonable by the 
management of the Company, they are inherently subject to significant business, economic, competitive and regulatory uncertainties and 
risks, including the ability of the Company to raise the funds necessary to fund its projects, to carry out the work and, accordingly, may not 
occur as described herein or at all. Actual results may differ materially from those currently anticipated in such statements. Factors that could 
cause actual results to differ materially from those in forward looking statements include market prices, exploitation and exploration 
successes, the timing and receipt of government and regulatory approvals, the impact of the constantly evolving COVID-19 pandemic crisis 
and continued availability of capital and financing and general economic, market or business conditions. Readers are referred to the 
Company’s filings with the Canadian securities regulators for information on these and other risk factors, available at www.sedar.com. 
Investors are cautioned that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance or events and, accordingly are cautioned 
not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty of such statements. The forward-looking 
statements included in this news release are made as of the date hereof and the Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or 
revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as expressly required by 
applicable securities legislation.” 


